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Live the Impossible

Genius

My deepest Purpose in life is to manifest the Gift of Expansion.
To realise my Purpose I need to transform the Shadow of Immaturity.

Love

In relationships my greatest challenge is to transform the Shadow of Force
into the Gift of Strength.
The highest expression of my heart is Rapture.

Prosperity

I unlock my prosperity through my Gift of Vitality.
I undermine my prosperity through the Shadow of Dissatisfaction.
I thrive best where my knowledge and wisdom is highly respected.

A journey of self illumination

Live The Impossible - MY GENIUS
My Life's Work - what I’m here to do - Gene Key 51
You are not supposed to follow the crowd. You are not the kind of person to toe the line or follow the
mainstream. You are here to strike out into uncharted waters and to stretch yourself even beyond what your
mind sees. You are a one-of-a-kind person, and what you do in life will reflect this. There is no one for you to
follow, and no real example to look to for guidance — you will have to find everything inside yourself.
Because you are designed to live an extraordinary life, even as you live in the ordinary world, you will get
opportunities that others may not. Your destiny is to make a quantum leap beyond our normal functioning in
the world, and in doing so, to drink directly of the mystery of life. In this, others will look upon you with either
fear or awe, because you will have done something utterly original. The single quality you will need more than
all others, and which lies inside you in abundance, is courage.
My Evolution - what I’m here to learn - Gene Key 57
Your destiny asks that you stand out from the crowd, but you must never forget the counterbalance to your
initiative, which is the softer, openhearted, listening side of your nature. If your actions do not flow from this
ability to sense the gentle path through life, you will very quickly find huge opposition in the world. You have
an innate intuition of precisely how and when to act, and despite being a person of action, your greatest ally
is this inner patience. Your body inherently feels when to move and when to stay low. Your path will become
far easier when you honour this feminine, receptive side of you. The secret to your success is your soft touch
and your ability to handle people and situations with this combination of gentleness and firmness that is the
hallmark of true clarity.
My Radiance - what keeps me healthy - Gene Key 54
There is a deep physiological pressure within you that needs to consistently let off steam. Physical exertion
and exercise are of supreme importance in your life in order to allow this pressure a healthy release. Added
to this, you need to lead an active working life that allows you to do something you are passionate about.
You are someone that really needs to earn your own money. In everything you do, you need to allow yourself
to express the urge to go higher and take things further. There are deep aspirations and dreams within you
even though you may not easily see what they are. It is better if you do not form an exact image of the things
you want in life, as your life will ultimately give you what you seek. What is important is to allow your drive to
express itself in all you do. You are driven by a deep passion, and above all else you need an outlet for this. If
you do not express your passion, you will dry up.
My Purpose - what deeply fulfils me - Gene Key 53
There is a pressure inside you that wants to transcend everything you create or build. This may present a
dilemma for you if you are not the kind of person who can continually adapt and change to keep up with
evolution. The moment you have reached one level of evolution, you are already transcending it and moving
to the next, which means that there is a part of you that can never rest. This part is your spirit, which has a
single aim — to keep expanding into greater and greater dimensions of freedom. The purpose of your life is
to watch your own developmental process without blocking it in any way. If you allow yourself to stop
expanding, then you will stop transcending. Every stage of your life is simply building towards a greater
expression of freedom on all levels. Ultimately, if you let go and trust the process, you are destined to
transcend even your own destiny, which is the most mystical state of all!
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Live The Impossible - FULL PROFILE
Awakening
Initiative
Agitation
Line 4 - Server

61.5

Ascension
Aspiriation
Greed
Line 6 - Nurture

Radiance

54.6

Birth Time: 18:48

Sanctity
Inspiration
Psychosis
Line 5 - Power

Vocation

Culture

34.6

58.6

Rapture
Lightness
Desire
Line 3 - Pleasure (adventure and
understanding)

Presence
Self-Assurance
Superficiality
Line 4 - The Influential mind (inflexible)

Birth Date: 7 Apr 2020

51.4

Pearl

Majesty
Strength
Force
Line 6 - Philanthropy (ethics)

Birth City:Copenhagen, Denmark

Life's Work

Bliss
Vitality
Dissatisfaction
Line 6 - System

SQ

Evolution

30.3

57.4

IQ

EQ

20.4

41.4
Attraction

62.4

Purpose

53.6

Clarity
Intuition
Unease
Line 4 - Love & Community

Emanation
Anticipation
Fantasy
Line 4 - Kindness/Meanness

Impeccability
Precision
Intellect
Line 4 - Frigidity/Romance

Superabundance
Expansion
Immaturity
Line 6 - Intent (cells)

Genius

The Siddhi - my essence
The Gift - my creativity
The Shadow - my challenge

Love
Prosperity

UNDERSTANDING YOUR PROFILE
is an amazing journey of self discovery
into your Genius, Love and Prosperity
To begin exploring your Profile,
follow Step 1 of the Golden Path Program
It's free on: www.genekeys.com
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